A semiquantitative analysis of the dynamics of a Goldman-type vaporiser.
When a turbulent flow of a carrier gas is passed over a liquid anaesthetic agent contained in a vaporiser of Goldman design, evaporation from the cooled surface leads rapidly to a succession of fluid instabilities which set in at characteristic critical conditions. An initially quiescent boundary layer at the surface is sequentially replaced by a thin layer of toroidal (Bénard-Marangoni) convection cells which are driven by surface tension gradients. These are then augmented by Rayleigh-Bénard convection driven by gravity, the whole process terminating in intermittent columnar plunging of cold fluid from a chaotic surface layer of pulsating thickness to the base of the liquid pool. Residual striations from these plunging columns persist throughout the bulk of the liquid so long as evaporation continues. The ultimate state is then one in which turbulence occurs throughout both liquid and vapour phases. In this paper, a semiquantitative analysis of the system dynamics is given with supportive experimental evidence where possible.